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Abstract
This thesis consists of the compilation of four previous bachelor theses as well
as the continued work that has been carried out within the SiC in Space project,
which is a part of the student satellite project MIST in KTH.
SiC in Space is a project whose aim is to examine and verify the characteristics
of the semiconductor Silicon Carbide, SiC, in harsh environments, in space
specifically. In order to carry out the tests on SiC, a PCB was designed, where
the BJT measurement circuits, voltage circuits, selection of MCU as well as
software, assembling and testing of the final PCB, were divided in four parts, due
to the size of the project.
This work discusses testing, programming and verifying of the previous designed
PCB:s as well as the design of a new PCB which includes new requirements and
specifications from MIST.
A test oriented approach of programming was made to verify that the circuits met
the desired functions in order to put together a complete programme for
automatic measuring and communication with the satellite.
The errors that were discovered in carried out tests, were adjusted for the new PCB,
making it in accordance with all the requirements set by the MIST- and SiC group.
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Sammanfattning
Detta examensarbete bygger vidare på de fyra tidigare kandidatuppsatserna som
har avhandlats samt det fortsatta arbetet inom SiC in Space projektet, vilket ingår
i KTHs student satellit projekt MIST.
SiC in space är ett projekt vars ändamål är att undersöka och verifiera
halvledarmaterialet kiselkarbid, SiC, karakteristik i tuffa miljöer, specifikt i
rymden för detta projekt. För att kunna göra tester på SiC designades ett kretskort,
där experimentkretsarna, spänningskretsar, val av mikrokontroller samt mjukvara
och montering och testning av det slutgiltiga kortet delades upp i fyra delar på
grund av omfattningen av projektet.
Detta arbete avhandlar i synnerhet testning, programmering samt verifiering av
tidigare designade PCB tillika designen av ett nytt PCB inkluderande nya krav och
specifikationer från MIST.
En testorienterad programmeringsansats gjordes för att verifiera att kretsarna
uppfyllde de önskade funktionerna för att sedan sammanställa ett fullständigt
program för automatisk mätning och kommunikation med satelliten.
De fel som upptäckts efter utförda tester har justerats för den nya PCBn, vilket i
dagsläget uppfyller alla krav satta av både MIST och SiC gruppen.
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1 Introduction
This project is a continuation of the four previous theses within SiC In Space
experiment, which leaves the paper at hand to be based on the previous work that
has been done. This thesis will compile the previous works as well as new testing
and verification of the components and the circuit design made to meet the
requirements for SiC in space and the MIniature STudent satellite (MIST).

1.1 Background
There has been research developed for a semiconductor material, suitable for
harsh environments especially high temperature applications, such as space
landers on Venus. With the technology of today, the Si semiconductor material
only allows the Venus vessel to operate for a few hours, due to the temperature and
the atmospheric pressure.
In relation to this, Silicon Carbide (SiC) has been proposed as a semiconductor
material suited for harsh environments. It has already been tested and
demonstrated that it can operate in 500⁰C, with various integrated circuits (IC).
The test has been done on earth and in normal atmosphere [1].
Experiments have also been conducted in NASA where they tested SiC
semiconductor integrated circuits in Glenn Extreme Environments Rig (GEER),
which simulates Venus surface conditions, both in temperature and pressure.
The result was promising and proved to be more durable with 521 hours capacity,
operating 100 times longer than previous electronics, with the electronics still
working [2].
KTH Space Center has an ongoing project, MIST, where students have the
opportunity to build a CubeSat miniature satellite, in which seven experiments will
be included and sent up to low earth orbit (LEO).
This has in fact been a good opportunity for SiC to be included as an experiment in
MIST and tested in space

1.2 Problem
Since SiC has proven certain capacity and characteristics suitable for high
temperature, it has been suggested to be used in electronics in space. Therefore an
evaluation is required to investigate how the characteristics of SiC are affected in
space and to find out if it is a suitable semiconductor material.
In order to test SiC in space, booth a Si and SiC bipolar junction transistor (BJT)
was integrated on a Printed Circuit Board (PCB), controlled by a microcontroller
(MCU) to apply voltage to the transistors. The voltage, the current gain and the
temperature from both transistors will be measured and sent to the CubeSat on
board computer (OBC), waiting to be downloaded to earth. The downloaded data
will then be compared with the measured data on earth to see if there is a
significant difference or not.
The experiment has to be power efficient so that it does not drain the battery since
it will be powered by CubeSat battery which is charged by solar panels.
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1.3 Purpose
Since the latest PCB is already made up of all the circuits from previous theses done
in the SiC in space project, the purpose of this thesis has been to thoroughly review
the PCB. All the circuits has been tested, separately and together, to check if the
functionality is according to specification. It has also included short circuits testing
for protecting the battery bus. All the components has been checked for operation
voltage range and operation temperature range. Adjustments has been done
according to the results of the review alongside with adjustments according to new
requirements from MIST.
The focus has been to make a clear code which is easy to follow, partly for
debugging and partly for maintaining the code if new changes or add-ons are
demanded.
The code has encompassed functions for measurements, storage of data packages
and communication with the OBC and other experiments on the CubeSat.

1.4 Goal
The goals of the thesis has been displayed in sub targets and a final target. The sub
targets have been to make/update the PCB with all the requirements to date. The
final target has been to make the measurements and presenting the results in clear
graphs for easier comparison with the measured data from space, downloaded
from CubeSat.
1.4.1 Sub goal
Known alterations that has been done on the SiC PCB, make out the SiC version 3.

The sub goals were:






That the pads of the mounting hole should be plated and connected to
ground and the placement should be adjusted to new MIST drawing.
To adjust the placement of the molex connectors and also to switch place
between the two of them.
To change from pin header connector to SWD SKEDD connector for
programming the MCU.
To integrate Rs-485 interface circuit to the PCB.
To make adjustments according to the results of the PCB review

1.4.2 Testing and control of the hardware







To test the voltage regulators for 3,3v, 10v, and 48v
To test the accuracy and repeatability of the measurements circuits for
temperature and the Si as well as SiC BJT
To apply voltage to PCB and measure all DC levels
To check all the components for operation voltage range and operation
temperature range
To test the protection circuits for short circuit and overload.
To measure the power consumption for the PCB in normal mode run
2

1.4.3 RS-485 Test-PCB



To construct a Test-PCB with MCU and RS-485 hardware.
To test the RS485 communication between SiC and another MIST
experiment, PIEZO LEGS (LEGS) [3]

1.4.4 Software





To program the software for I2C interface to communicate with OBC.
To program the MCU to sleep mode and wake up for power efficiency
To implement test programs to test all circuits separately and
independently of each other.
To program the software for automatic measurements for different
voltages applied and to save the data in the memory, that waits to be sent
to OBC and downloaded.

1.4.5 Final goal
The final goal has been to make automatic measurements for different applied
voltages to the BJTs. The BJTs has been measured for different temperatures
ranging from -20⁰C to 50⁰C. It has also been measured with an applied voltage for
longer time for durability test. The data that contained the 𝑉𝑏 ,𝑉𝑐 , 𝑉𝑏𝑒 and the
calculated current gain β, for various temperatures has then been presented in
graphs and compared with the theoretical performance for transistors.

1.5 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability
This experiment will benefit the group in KTH Kista that works in projects
concerning SiC semiconductors, mainly SiC in space and Working on Venus.
Furthermore it will also benefit space research and development institutes, other
universities and space companies. The measurements will either be verified
compared with the measurements done in the lab or new parameters has to be
taken into account for further research of understanding the effect of impact the
space has on SiC semiconductor, in terms of large temperature variations, vacuum
but especially for the radiation in LEO. In this moment of the project the ethical
and sustainability discussions are not relevant, however it becomes relevant when
it is sent up to space regarding space debris. The MIST project will after the
experiments are done incinerate the CubeSat so no debris are left in LEO. For
environmental considerations in this moment of the project only lead-free solder
was used.

1.6 Methodology / Methods
Since this thesis is a continuation of four earlier theses made in the SiC project,
thorough evaluation has been conducted regarding the chosen components and the
theory behind the circuit designs. This project is really sensitive and requires high
precision. Since there is no more room for corrections once the satellite is sent up
to space, the main focus has been aimed at functional testing to assure the PCB
works as designed.
3

1.7 Delimitations
A mentioned before, this project is based on four previous projects, which means
that components and circuits for measurement and voltage regulators was already
selected and designed. The question has not been to evaluate whether all
assumptions for component selection were the most suitable, rather it has only
been to test if it works according to desired functionality.
Since MIST does not have all the requirements fixed yet and this thesis is supposed
to be the final one for the SiC in space project, there may occur additional changes
and furthermore a new PCB has to be made, with new testing to secure
functionality.
SiC BJT is still not ready for testing because it lacks encapsulation and therefore it
has instead been measured on a regular BJT where two diodes were connected to
the base of the transistor to raise the threshold voltage.

4

2 Projects Background
As previously mentioned about the SiC in space project and the results achieved,
the project owner took the initiative to include a student based SiC in space project
to the MIST project. The goal was to make a PCB for measuring the Si and SiC BJTs
in LEO. The previous work carried out in the SiC project has lay the ground for the
theoretic background of this project. The outcome of the previous projects has been
reviewed, and followed by a summary in this chapter. The purpose of the summary
presentation has been to make it possible to follow the thread throughout the
whole project and to see what fundamental building stones this project lays upon
when continuing the project.

2.1 Design of microcontroller circuit and measurement software for
SiC and MOREBAC experiment
This project was carried out in 2016 by Hannes Paulsson and Mikael André [4],
who chose a suitable MCU according to the requirements of MIST for power
efficiency and the demands from the SiC project. The requirements from the SiC
project owner was to select a MCU with at least 10 ADC channels and a resolution
of minimum 10-bits. Another requirement was the capacity to operate in LEO and
have a digital-to-analog-converter (DAC) to apply various voltages for the BJT
measurement circuits. The project also included the programming of a software for
measuring the BJTs base and collector voltages in order to calculate the current
gain β and also to measure the temperature.
The suitable MCU resulted in the selection of the STM32L053C6 MCU from ST
Microelectronics [5].
The most important points that have been raised in their proposal for future work,
have been as following:





Integration of the Piezo Legs DC-DC power supply regulator made by
Simon Johansson to the PCB.
The EMC regulation must be taken to account. A suggestion of 4 layer PCB
will accommodate that
Optimizing the software for measuring and communication
Current testing for power consumption when all the circuits are activated
and running.

2.2 Design of measurement circuits for SiC experiment
This project was carried out in 2016 by Matthias Ericson and Johan Silverudd [6],
where theory was read to get a know-how of how to use analog circuits to measure
the characteristics of a BJT. A prototype PCB was made to measure and calculate
the base current 𝐼𝑏, the collector current 𝐼𝑐, the base-emitter voltage 𝑉𝑏𝑒 as well as
the temperature of the transistors. Considerations had to be taken into account for
when designing the circuits due to the environment in LEO, because it has larger
temperature variations, vacuum and a higher dose of radiation.
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The most important points that have been raised in their proposal for future work,
have been as following:



To test the temperature circuits for various temperatures to assure
functionality.
To calculate assumed measurement errors and plausible causes to the
errors.

2.3 Design of power supplies for Piezo LEGS and SiC experiment
This project was carried out in 2016 by Simon Johansson [7], where a literature
study was done to study how power supplies works in order to choose the most
suitable ones to power the SiC and Piezo Legs projects. The CubeSat battery
provides 3.3v, 5v and 14v. However the SiC needs a 10V supply with 10mA and the
Piezo Legs needs a 48V with 15mA supply. When designing the circuits,
considerations had to be done for short circuit protection.
The most important points that have been raised in their proposal for future work,
have been as following:




To test the power supplies for different temperatures and for longer time
to assure functionality.
To check if the EMC loop on the, PL, circuit are affecting the performance
of the power supply.
To change the resistors and capacitors of the PL circuit to at least 75v
tolerance.

2.4 Design and test of SiC circuit board for MIST satellite
This project was carried out in 2016 by Daniel Rosenkvist and Johan Eriksson [8],
where the goal was to compile the three previous work done in the SiC project for
assembling the PCB with all the circuits and testing the voltage regulators and
measurements. The project also considered the parts of the future works that was
given by the previous work, such as EMC current loops and antennas, short circuit
testing, advantages of 4 layer PCB design and also to evaluate the circuits and
improve them if necessary. During the period between the three projects and this
one, new MIST system requirements had to be implemented. The project needed
a battery bus power switch circuit to protect the satellite main battery in case of a
short circuit in the voltage regulator circuits. A switch needed to be implemented
to control the 5V power supply line to the Piezo PCB via the SiC MCU. To reduce
the capacitive load on the I2C bus an I2C buffer circuit was needed. A 3.3V
regulator was needed since a decision from MIST was to provide SiC with only 5V.
A crucial mistake was made when ordering the PCB where the via hole types,
buried and blind via used in the project was not included in the ordering but only
the through hole via. This resulted in several components being disconnected and
the PCB did not work. A new PCB was designed but there was no time to test it.
The most important points that have been raised in their proposal for future work,
have been as following:
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The activation of the voltage regulator circuits via MCU commands.
Voltage and temperature readings for BJTs and Temperature sensors.
Battery bus current draw limitation and short-circuit simulation
Power supply specifications and automatic circuit shutdown control
Software completion for communication with OBC through I2C.

2.5 Block Diagram of the SiC Experiment Architecture

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the SiC Experiment

This block diagram is a simplified overview of the SiC experiment architecture. The
tasks are solely sent by the satellites OBC to control the experiments of SiC and
Piezo legs. The OBC controls the voltage circuits by sending the task for activation
to the MCU. The task for the Piezo Legs experiment are passed on via RS485 from
the MCU to the Piezo Legs experiment. The SiC experiment has four predefined
setDAC voltages that will test the system when it is in space. To be able to send the
measured data from the experiment via I2C to the OBC it has to be converted to 8bit data. The OBC has to reconvert it to 16-bit before the data are downloaded to
Earth Base Station.
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3 Method
3.1 Literature study
In order to get started with the project, a literature study, on the previous work
done in the SiC project which forms the basis for this work, was initiated. To get an
overall understanding of the project and of the achievements, the problem
description was read, as well as the methods and theories behind the decisions
made to reach the project's appointed goals for component selection and circuit
design. In parallel with this, MIST's latest updates of the specifications on the SiC
project was also investigated to ensure that the circuits are still according to the
requirements. The results and future work were examined to get a clearer picture
of what needs to be corrected and what is left to be done and where to start from.
As an introduction to embedded system programming for STM32
microcontrollers, a lab Pingpong, which is given in a course for embedded systems
on KTH, was carried out [9].
In order to get familiarized with the STM32 microcontrollers, the STM32L053C6
datasheet [5] for the microcontroller was read, where the general-purpose
input/output (GPIO) configuration of each pin and the primary and peripheral
alternate functions and settings are presented respectively for each pin.
To get an insight in the STMCube firmware, the “getting started with stm32
UM1766 user manual” [10] has been studied. The manual describes the main
features of the STM32CubeF3 firmware as well as providing an overview of the
STM32CubeF3 architecture. The manual also describes the steps in creating your
own applications, using Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) for STM32CubeF3.
The manual also contains an introduction to STM32CubeMX (CubeMX) [11],
which is a graphical software configuration tool that allows to generate C
initialization code. The manual “Description of STM32F3 HAL Drivers” UM1786
[12] gives an overview of the HAL Drivers and could be seen as a dictionary for the
HAL Library. The manual includes the APIs to configure the initialization and the
de-initialization of the peripherals, manage data transfers in polling mode, handle
interrupts or direct memory access (DMA), and manage communication errors.
Furthermore it gives the instructions for how to use the drivers, a detailed
description of the functions as well as a detailed instructions for input/output (IO)
functions, which simplify the user application implementation.

3.2 The RS-485 standard
The Rs-485 is used in long distance communication between multiple systems
connected to the same line. The twisted lines allows for high signal rates and long
distance lines, up to 50Mbits and up to 1,2km [13].The differential transmission in
RS-485 has increased noise performance because the noise coupling propagated
into the system is equal but opposite to each other and therefore cancels. This in
turn reduces the electromagnetic interference (EMI) of the system. The system can
operate in two wire half duplex mode where all nodes are connected to the same
line but with transmit and receive only in one direction at a time, on the other hand
the 4 wire full duplex, the transmit and receive between master and slave goes
simultaneously [14].
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3.3 Software and Measurements
The strategy for the software development is test oriented, where every circuit was
tested separately. When all the circuits passed the test, they were tested together
as a whole. Using this strategy, debugging and troubleshooting became much
easier since the identification of the errors that can occur became framed
exclusively for the intended circuit. The compilation of the tests and measurements
formed the basis of the modification of the PCB.
3.3.1 Test program for voltage circuits and measurements
Test cases was written to activate the shutdown (SHDN) pins of the MCU for the
voltage regulator circuits, which are as follows:





Battery bus switch
48V DC-DC boost
10V Linear regulator
Piezo on 5V

The output voltage was checked with a voltage meter. To measure the power supply
a load consisting of a resistor was put between the output voltage and the ground
and then measured, for both 48V DC-DC boost and 10V Linear regulator. The
battery bus switch had to be activated since the 48V and 10V circuits depends on
the input voltage from the battery.
3.3.2 Programming the measurement circuits
The actual target for measuring in the SiC project are the SiC and Si BJTs for
different temperatures. Initially a test was done by manually applying a digital to
analog converted (DAC) voltage via the MCU to the base of the BJTs so that the
𝑉𝑏𝑒, 𝑉𝑐 and 𝑉𝑏 could be measured and verified with the voltmeter. The 𝐼𝑏, 𝐼𝑐 and
DC current gain β was then calculated.
The range of the voltage applied to the BJTs was measured so that the voltage
change in the BJTs did not exceed the resolution of the analog to digital converter
(ADC).
After the successful setup of the applied voltages and the measurements, the
program was automated, where four different DACs was applied and 16
measurements was made for each voltage. Thereafter the average was calculated
and saved in an array, named experiments. Waiting to be sent to the OBC and
downloaded to Earth Base Station.

3.3.3

Communication

The correct initiation for the I2C and RS485 communication was firstly done for
the Master and Slave, thereafter the basic functions of transmit and receive data
were implemented and tested against the Realterm terminal program. After
successful communication the code was implemented in the final software for
testing the PCB with desired communication functionality.
9

3.4 Documentation
The documentation of the C code for the test and the final code for the whole
project was done according to the Doxygen standard. The code is commented
according to its functions, the parameters it takes and also what it returns. Doing
so it will be easier for other developers and readers to follow and understand the
code and for maintenance and future work.
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4 Development environment
4.1 STM32CubeMX
An initiative from STMicroelectronics has lead to the development of CubeMX,
which is a graphical software configuration tool that allows generation of C
initialization code using graphical wizards. When starting a new project, a selection
of MCU is requested and the MCU appears on the window with the correct
arrangements of the pins. A list of all the pinout i.e peripherals available for the
MCU is displayed with the option to activate desired peripherals and functions.
After the pin selection, configuration of the pins is possible. The configuration is
described in detail in the manual for the MCU and the desired settings can be
selected. This will in turn generate the initialization of the peripherals. The Clock
configuration is also available and CubeMX automatically checks if the selected
clock speed and the peripheral configurations are compatible. When the settings
are properly selected, generation of the C code for the initialization is done for the
peripherals and also an adapted initialization for the selected MCU. The new
project is then saved and can be opened with a suitable embedded development
tool. It is also possible to change and adjust the settings throughout the course of
work, either through CubeMX or directly through the initialized code. This
initiative is much appreciated since it saves effort for developers not to waste time
on programming the initializations.

4.2 Discovery board, IAR & Realterm
The board used to flash the program to the MCU are STM32F3-Discovery
development board [15]. The development board has an STM32F303VCT6 MCU,
which includes an ST-LINK, that was connected to the single wire debug (SWD)
connector and flashed to the PCB MCU by using the IAR development platform
[16]. The software IAR was used for programming, compiling, debugging and
printing outputs to the terminal window. Realterm, a serial communication
software, connected with a serial cable to COM port on PC was used to monitor and
test the serial communication. The software allows to choose between different
character representations, to configure the settings for the serial communication
and to send data through the serial communication. The universal asynchronous
receiver-transmitter (UART) communication test case, was first tested and
monitored with Realterm and later tested in Piezo Legs project.

4.3 Diptrace
The software Diptrace [17] is used for making the schematics and PCB design.
Diptrace has four functions: PCB layout, Schematics, capture Component editor
and Pattern editor. The built in library with complete components, including pad
patterns and capsule with the pin functions could be used when selecting
components for the circuit schematics, which in turn transfers to the PCB layout
when designing the PCB. If the desired component is not available in the library
the Pattern editor and Component editor are used to make the component and are
put in the private library which can be reached and used in the schematic.
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5 Implementation of RS-485
5.1 SN65HVD82 Robust RS-485 Transceiver
The component SN65HVD82 used for RS-485 communication in this project is
from Texas Instrument (TI). [18]
The logic diagram can be seen in Figure 5.1. RS-485 uses differential
communication lines to send serial binary data. The advantage with twisted
differential bus lines is the noise immunity, because an induced voltage peak in one
line will induce the same spike in the second line and the differential voltage is still
the same and the noise cancels out. The two wire half duplex mode consists of data
line A, and the inverted line B, which allows data transmissions in both direction,
but not simultaneously. The MCU controls the state of the RS-485 transceiver by
connecting the driver (DIR) and the receiver RE enable pins to the MCU, where a
logic high output enables transmitting state and a logic low enables receiving state.
When the slaves receive the data, there can occur a reflection in the lines. This can
cause misinterpretation by the Master as a response. To get around that at both
ends of the network a termination resistor 𝑅𝑇 is put between line A and B. The
differential voltage input threshold of a receiver has a sensibility of 200mV where
the voltage difference between line A and B receiver outputs either a logic 1 or logic
0, see the truth table 5.1 for outputs.

Figure 5.1 Logic diagram and setup for the RS-485 communication. A is the master. The 𝐑𝐄 and DE
are connected together for controlling the bus for read and transmit by the DIR signal from the MCU.

TABLE 5.1 TRUTH TABLE FOR THE RECEIVERS OUTPUT
A-B (inputs)

Receive output (RO)

≥+200mV

1

≤-200mV

0

-200mV ≤(A-B) ≤ +200mV

Undefined

5.2 Hardware and schematics design of RS-485
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In the datasheet for SN65HVD82 [19] there is a general layout guideline, there is
also different device configurations, suggestions circuits of transient protection
against Electrostatic discharge (ESD), Electrical Fast Transient (EFT), Surge
Transients and a 3V to 5V interface. A combination of those guidelines is used for
making the test PCB.
SN65HVD82 operates from a single 5V power supply and the MCU receive input
pin is 5V tolerant but it operates in 3.3V for transmitting and receiving. The 5V
logic inputs for the transceiver accepts 3V input signals and can be directly
connected to the data pin D. However the line between the MCU receive pin and
the devices receive pin R, must be level-shifted via a Schottky diode and a 10kΩ
resistor connected to the 3.3 voltage supply. U9 is the transients protection circuit
(TVS). The control line from the MCU, DE485, is connected together with DE and
RE which in turn are connected to a pull down resistor.

Figure 5.2 Schematics for implementing the receive 3.3v interface.

5.2.1

RS-485 PCB Layout

Two SWD SKEDD contacts were made with different hole width to check if the
specified hole width was with plating or not.
The 5V receive line in the RS485 PCB was directly connected to the receive on the
MCU. After testing, troubleshooting and reading the manual for the MCU
thoroughly it became clear that the receive pin was 5V tolerant but it couldn't
interpret the signal. Realizing this, a design of a circuit was done with through hole
components and connected to the receive line according to the schematics. See
figure 5.2. After the adjustment, the communication worked for both transmit and
receive data.
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Figure 5.3 The RS485 PCB layout without 3.3V interface

5.3 Communication setup for RS485
This section gives an introduction for how to initialize the peripheral through
CubeMX for UART and how to configure it, as well as an overview of the structure
of the HAL functions that are used in this project. The actual implementation will
be discussed further in chapter 8.2.
5.3.1 STMCubeMX UART initialization and HAL example
The initialization of the UART peripheral is done through CubeMX, where the
settings are configured according to the requirements from MIST for
communication with Piezo Legs. In this initialization the specified UART1 channel
is activated and the configuration of the Baud Rate, data bits, parity bit, stop bits,
mode for transmit (TX), receive (RX) and the DE pin for RS485 control are all set.
The GPIO functions are also initiated by selected configuration for the pins in
CubeMX, where the alternate functions are set for the connected pins RX, TX and
DE to UART1.
After the initialization and the generation of the C code, the HAL function for
UART communication is looked up in UM1768 chapter 54. There are three
different methods for transmit and receive, polling mode, interrupt and DMA. In
this application the polling mode is used since there is only one input at the time
and the request from MCU to the device is enough.
In the HAL library, the UART transmit function is presented in the example below.
The parameters should be programed with the data types seen in the Function
name and is also the code used for transmitting data. The same setup applies to the
rest of the functions available on the MCU.
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HAL_UART_Transmit Function Example
Function name:
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_UART_Transmit(UART_HandleTypeDef * huart,
uint8_t * pData, uint16_t Size,uint32_t Timeout)
Function description: Send an amount of data in blocking mode.

Parameters:

-huart: UART handle.
-pData: Pointer to data buffer.
-Size: Amount of data to be sent.
-Timeout: Timeout duration.

Return values: -HAL: Status

5.3.2 DE line assertion de-assertion
Since RS485 is in half duplex mode, it needs a control line DE, where the DE line
is controlling the bus line for either transmit or receive mode. To accomplish that,
the DE line from the MCU controls the line by putting it logic high for transmit and
logic low for receive. There is a dedicated pin on the MCU for the DE line which
can be activated when initializing the USART in CubeMX. Since the bus is only
controlled via the DE line and no other type of data flow control is available the
device has to implement the assertion and deassertion timings. This means that
the DE line is put high when the first bit is transmitted and directly afterward put
low so that the transmitted data from the slave is not blocked and the master can
receive it.

The HAL function :
HAL_StatusTypeDef: HAL_RS485Ex_Init(UART_HandleTypeDef * huart,
uint32_t Polarity, uint32_t AssertionTime, uint32_t
DeassertionTime)

To configure the assertion and de-assertion time, the manual AN4113 Application
note [20] is read, where examples of selecting the timing are presented.
5.3.3 Testing against Realterm and Piezo Legs
For easier troubleshooting, the communication was initially tested against
Realterm. The transmit function worked as it should but the receive function didn't
work. After troubleshooting it became clear that the MCU requires 3.3v interfacing
and the design was adjusted accordingly. When testing against Realterm the DE
line was manually set to logic high or low. That way it was easier to keep track of
the bus line. When the communication worked according to the configuration, the
assertion and deassertion time was calculated and tested against Piezo Legs. The
required commands are ASCII characters for the Piezo Legs project and the
communication worked as desired. See chapter 8.3 for implementation of the code.
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6 PCB Version 3
In this chapter the hardware implementation and improvements for the whole
PCB, including adding the RS485 circuit is presented. The components that did
not satisfy the temperature and voltage tolerance and the new SWD connector for
flashing the MCU are also presented. Furthermore the circuit made to simulate a
SiC BJT will be described, since it is not yet encapsulated and ready to be mounted
and tested. Other design improvements made after testing evaluations are
presented as well.

6.1 Simulate the SiC BJT
The SiC BJT is not yet ready for mounting and testing. Two diodes in series are
therefore connected to the base of the transistor to behave as a SiC transistor. Since
the footprint is not decided, the same footprint for a 3 pin transistor can be used
and the footprint for the SiC transistor will be made according to the one on the
PCB.

Figure 6.1Schematics for the SiC BJT measurement circuit with added diodes.
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Figure 6.2 The footprint of the simulated SiC BJT

6.2 Switching place of connectors and 4 layer PCB
MIST had changed the connectors placement because of smoother connection
between the projects and reducing the cable lengths. When designing a PCB on a
limited space a careful approach and planning has to be done to make place for
every component. By using four layer design, the routing of the signals traces are
on the top and the bottom layer. The second layer is a ground plane and the third
is a voltage plane. The advantages of using a ground plane and a voltage plane, are
that the ground plane acts as a screen where the EMI produced does not affect the
other projects below and vice versa. It also reduces EMI since there is a correlation
between decreasing inductance when increasing the area of the signal return path
which indeed is the ground plane. By using a voltage plane, less power routing is
needed hence reducing the inductance and impedance, see chapter 7.3 [8]. It is
easy to replace circuits and components in Diptrace. The marked components can
easily be moved and placed according to desire. But changing circuits when the
design is already done is very hard especially when components of the circuit are
using the voltage from different planes simultaneously. In that case the
replacement becomes hard and the optimal solution is to redesign the whole PCB,
which in this case is very time consuming for a limited time of the project.

Figure 6.3 Shifted connectors according to new MIST requirements.
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Figure 6.4 Routings for the shifted connectors with power traces and shielding GND traces

In figure 6.5 we can see the power trace that is shielded with a ground trace to
reduce the noise from the 48V trace. Since there are only small currents that flows
in it, the small ground trace is sufficient.

6.3 Measurement pads
Since the PCB design is compact and the components are very small, it is difficult
to get access to the component pins with a voltmeter to measure the voltages.
Moreover the pins are not labelled and it is easy to forget what is what. To overcome
this problem the measurement pads was added and labelled when designing the
new PCB v3 as can be seen in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.5 measurement pads and the SKEDD SWD connector
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7 Software for the testing part
In this chapter the C code and the testing methods of the voltage circuits, the circuit
measurements, the communication as well as the initializations of the main
function in the software, are described. First the settings for the project was done
in STMCubeMX and the C code was generated. After that a copy of the project was
made where all the testing code was made. After each successful test case, the code
was transferred to the original project. Initially the code that was made by Hannes
Paulsson and Mikael André was copied and tested for the PCB that was made by
Daniel Rosenkvist and Johan Eriksson. This was done to test the desired
functionality of the PCB that Daniel and Johan designed, in order to know the
modifications that needed to be done in this project. Hannes and Mikael used a
software, Processing, to interpret the raw data and to graphically present the
calculated data. For that, a temporary circuit for serial UART to USB was soldered
to the PCBs MCU for transferring the data, since Daniel and Johan did not have a
serial communication interface on the PCB. After the successful testing of
activating the voltage circuits and measurements, the programming of the test
cases for verification of the data began. Before entering the discussion about the
software that was made for measuring the BJTs, an introduction for the calculation
of the BJTs is needed to give an understanding of what is measured, why and how.

7.1 Calculate the BJTs currents 𝐈𝐛 , 𝐈𝐜 current gain β

Figure 7.1 The directions of the currents in the BJT and the resistors that are measured.
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To be able to calculate the currents in the BJTs, a resistor is put in series with the
base and the collector. The resistors measured input and output are connected to
a differential operator, which output is connected to the ADC inputs. Ohm’s law is
used to calculate the currents:
𝑉 =𝑅∗𝐼
The DC current gain β is calculated by:
𝐼𝐶 ⁄𝐼𝑏 .

7.2 How the test program is composed

Figure 7.2 Flowchart of the software for testing the PCB

This flowchart provides a simplified overview of the test program for measuring,
calculating, storing the data and printing the converted raw data. The actual
program that is flashed on the final product is different. The calculation, print and
converting functions are removed for saving energy. The data will be calculated
when downloaded to the Earth Base Station. and the measurement codes.
7.2.1 Test Main function
In the function main all the CubeMX configured peripherals are initiated first, see
table 7.1. The voltage regulators are then activated by commands from the MCU.
It then goes to the manual test function “mantest” which contains all the test
codes and the measurement codes.
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Table 7.1 CubeMX initiation of peripherals

MX_GPIO_Init();
MX_I2C1_Init();
MX_IWDG_Init();
MX_USART1_UART_Init();
MX_ADC_Init();
MX_DAC_Init();

7.2.2 Struct Experiment_package
The function mantest contains the struct experiment_package [], which stores all
the ADC data for the BJTs and temperatures. The structure of the cells are as
follow:





uint16_t temperature;
uint16_t Vbe;
uint16_t Vr;
uint16_t Vc;

The first four cells stores the Si and the other four stores the SiC related data.
7.2.3 setDAC function
In the mantest the applied voltage for the measurement circuits is set by calling the
setDAC() function, which takes a uint_32t data as voltage parameter.
Two HAL functions are used to convert a digital to analog voltage to the circuits.
HAL_DAC_SetValue(&hdac, DAC1_CHANNEL_1, DAC_ALIGN_12B_R,
voltage);
HAL_DAC_Start(&hdac, DAC1_CHANNEL_1);

The step after the voltage being set, the program goes to a loop for reading and
storing the measured values.
7.2.4 readrollinADC
The function readrollingADC reads the measured data and stores it. The HAL
functions used for calibrating the ADC, starting the ADC and polling for conversion
are:
HAL_ADCEx_Calibration_Start(&hadc, ADC_SINGLE_ENDED) != HAL_OK)
HAL_ADC_Start(&hadc);
HAL_ADC_PollForConversion(&hadc, 100);

The ADC has 9 channels where the first channel is connected to the Si Temperature
sensor output. See 7.2.2 for how the rest channels are connected.
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The data is then stored in the experiments array using HAL Get value:
experiments[0+index].temperature += HAL_ADC_GetValue(&hadc);

The function readrollingADC reads every measurements 16 times and adds them
together. The average of the sum is then calculated to reduce errors in the readings.
Every reading was then printed out on the terminal window and checked with a
voltmeter to verify that the stored measured voltage was correct and that no errors
had occurred.

7.2.5 ShiftAverage function
This function was made to calculate the average of the measurements. The average
can be calculated by right shifting the bits four times.
7.2.6 ADC_Conversion function
This function was made to take the shiftAverage raw data and convert it to a
readable voltage. This was done with this equation:

ADC_Con= (raw_data/4095)*3.29

The voltage 3.29 is the reference voltage that the 5V to 3.3V regulator outputs.

7.2.7 TempCalc function
This function was made to convert the shiftAverage raw data for the temperature.
The equation for the transfer function is given in the datasheet of the sensor
LMT85DCKT [21],

tempCels = ((8.194 - sqrt(((-8.194) * (-8.194)) + 4 * 0.00262 *
(1324 - ((raw_temperature)))))/ (2*-0.00262)) + 30;

7.3 ADC Conversion problem
The previous software from Hannes Paulsson and Mikael André that was initially
used to evaluate the PCB and the measurements had an error when reading the
first ADC channel for the Si temperature sensor. The measurements showed a
difference between the Si and Sic temperature sensors outputs, although when
measuring the outputs with the voltmeter they showed to be equal. The problem
was found by removing the average function and printing out all the measure
values one by one. It was discovered that the first ADC channel for the Si
temperature gave 0 as the first reading. Since the temperature sensor had an
average sensor gain of -8,2mV/⁰C the erroneous output difference between the
actual measured temperature and the output was between 2-3 ⁰C. After
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investigation of the problem and reading in um1786 [22] for how to initialize the
ADC it was realised that the HAL calibration of ADC function was coded before the
code jumped in to the actual loop for reading the ADC channels. By putting the
calibration inside the loop the correct initialization was done. The problem was
solved and no errors occurred.
7.3.1 HAL ADC code for reading the channels
The previous code for reading the ADC channel was changed
to HAL_ADC_PollForConversion to have a uniform software and to easier follow
the initialization suggestions from HAL library.

7.4 Summary
All the functions mentioned in chapter 7 were made to interpret the measured
values and to print them to the terminal window in order to verify the values with
a voltmeter. This method simplified testing and troubleshooting. The source of the
erroneous measurement that occurred was easily found but it was harder to realize
how to solve it. The calculation functions was removed for the final product. Only
the raw data will be available and downloaded to the Earth base station where it
will be calculated and compared with theoretical data.
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8 Software for the final PCB
This flowchart provides a simplified overview of the final software including the
communications and removed functions for calculating the measurements. This
will hopefully be the final software for the PCB if the requirements are not changed
from MIST.

Figure 8.1 Flowchart for the final software including the communication functions

8.1 Main function for the final software
All the initializing made in previous software and new buffers, TXbuff, RXbuff for
I2C and UART rs485 are implemented. The function main awaits the command
from the OBC to know what task it shall make, after which it sends the
corresponding data to the function to perform the task. To accomplish that the
main function calls three function:




Flush_Buffer
receive_OBC_Message
Check_OBC_Message.
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8.1.1 Flush_buffer function
This function is made to empty the I2C RX buffer, which is executed before the
receive_OBC_Message to ensure that only the current command is processed.
8.1.2 The receive_OBC_Message function
This function is made to check if a command is sent from the OBC. It checks if the
RX buffer is empty or not. If it is not empty the code executes the
Check_OBC_Message function, otherwise it goes back and flushes the buffer
again, waiting to receive a command from the OBC. The HAL functions used are:
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_I2C_Slave_Receive (I2C_HandleTypeDef * hi2c,
uint8_t * pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t Timeout)

Implemented as follows:
while(HAL_I2C_Slave_Receive(&hi2c1, (uint8_t *)aRxBuffer,
RXBUFFERSIZE,10000) != HAL_OK)

if(RxBuffer[0] != '\0')

return;

First it checks the status of the I2C receive for the slave i.e PCB. If it is ready, it
checks the buffer if it is empty or not.
8.1.3 The Check_OBC_Message function
This function is made to process the received command from the OBC. It goes
through a loop to see which command is transmitted. Depending on the command
it either activates or deactivates the voltage circuits or activates them all and goes
to the mantest. In this part of testing the mantest also includes the send_message
function. For further explanation of the function mantest, see chapter 7. In this
function no HAL functions are implemented.

8.2 The Send_message function
This function is made to send the measured data from the experiments to the OBC.
This function is executed after the all the experiments are measured. The HAL
function that is used is:
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_I2C_Slave_Transmit (I2C_HandleTypeDef * hi2c,
uint8_t * pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t Timeout)

Implemented as follows:
HAL_I2C_Slave_Transmit(&hi2c1,message,(uint16_t)EXPERIMENTSIZE,
10000)!= HAL_OK)

It first checks if the slave transmit I2c is ready then it sends the data to the OBC.
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8.3 The RS485 communication code implementation
The structure for how the communication should be implemented between OBC
and Piezo Legs is today not yet confirmed. What is confirmed is that the
communication will go through the SiC PCB. Therefore the code that is made is
merely for testing that the communication and the setup of the RS485 circuit is
correct and working. The HAL functions that are used are:
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_RS485Ex_Init (UART_HandleTypeDef * huart,
uint32_t Polarity, uint32_t AssertionTime, uint32_t
DeassertionTime)
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_UART_Transmit (UART_HandleTypeDef * huart,
uint8_t * pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t Timeout)
HAL_StatusTypeDef HAL_UART_Receive (UART_HandleTypeDef * huart,
uint8_t * pData, uint16_t Size, uint32_t Timeout)

Implemented as follows:

HAL_RS485Ex_Init(&huart1, UART_DE_POLARITY_HIGH, 10, 10);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart1, (uint8_t *)bufftx ,strlen(bufftx),1000);
HAL_UART_Receive(&huart1, (uint8_t *)buffrx, 40,1000);
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9 Results of the testing of the PCB
In this chapter all the testing and the outcomes are described as well as all the
added coding that was needed in the program to accomplish transmitting the data
via I2C to the discovery board simulated as the OBC.

9.1 Testing the voltage regulators
All the SHDN pins to the voltage circuits are initiated logic low in CubeMx,
awaiting activation from the MCU by programming to set the pins to logic high.
The circuits that needs activation are 48V to Piezo, battery switch 14V, voltage to
Piezo project 5V and the Linear 10V for the SiC project. The results are seen in table
9.1.
Table 9.1 Results of testing the SHDN for voltage regulators

Circuits

Logic Low

Logic High

48V to Piezo

0V

48V

Battery switch

0V

14V

Piezo on 5V

0V

5V

Linear 10V

0V

10V

9.1.1 Supply Voltage to Piezo Leg
The requirements was to supply Piezo Legs experiment with 48V and 15mA. To be
able to test the supply a 3.2kΩ resistor was mounted across pin seven and ground
on the Piezo Legs connector. Then the voltage was measured and the current was
calculated and the supply was verified. After the supply tests were made
successfully, the PCB was then connected to the Piezo Legs experiment and the
communication was tested and also successful.

9.2 Testing the ADC Readings
The ADC readings are checked with a voltmeter to ensure that the measured and
stored values are correct. The measurement pads added to the PCB v3 aided a lot
in easing to measure the voltages. This was a very welcomed adjustment.
9.2.1 ADC temperature
The temperature sensors are both outputting the same voltage. However there is a
slight offset that is easily neglected by dividing the measured ADC signal by 4253
instead of 4095, which is the maximum ADC reading reference value.

9.3 Testing the RS485 communication
The transmit and receive functions work and the communication with Piezo Legs
is possible. The direction line, DE, that decides if the bus is in transmit or receive
mode is switched correctly by the assertion and de-assertion timings so that no
blocking occurs.
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9.4 Testing the I2C communication
The discovery board simulates the OBC, from which the commands are sent to the
PCB to start the experiment. The communication works and the stored experiment
data is sent to the OBC. The problem however is that the data stored in experiments
was 16 bit, and the HAL function for transmitting and receiving was in 8-bit.
Therefore the stored data had to be converted.
9.4.1 Converting the data from 16 to 8-bit
The HAL I2C function for communication uses an 8-bit data type for transmit and
receive therefore the measured data which is 16-bits had to be converted. The
method explained in this section can also be implemented for other data type
conversions. Firstly an array with double the amount of elements of the aimed
converting array is implemented, consisting of 8-bit elements each. This way two
elements of 8 bits of data is containing the 16-bit measured value. Here is an
example of the conversion for the temperature measured value:
Converted_data[0] = (experiments.temp[0] >> 8) & 0xFF;
Converted data[1] = experiments.temp[0] & 0xFF;

In the memory the LSB are stored first. To fetch the MSB of the experiments.temp
it is right shifted eight times and stored in the first element of the converted_data
array. The second element stores the LSB without shifting. The AND operator
along with the 0xFF are added to mask the 1’ns in the two bytes.
To reconvert the data, a new 16-bit array with the same amount of elements as the
original experiments array is implemented and the method to convert back is
described in this example:

Experiments.temp[0]=Converted_Data[0]<<8 | Converted_Data[1];

The first element of converted_data which contains the MSB data is shifted 8-bits
to the left and the 8-bit LSB data is added with an OR operator. That way the two
elements are added to one 16 bit and the conversion is done.
9.4.2 Making a file to be plotted in Matlab.
After the measurement is sent via I2C to the simulated OBC, a text file of the
measured data is made so that it can be imported to Matlab [23] and plotted. The
code for creating and writing to the file is:
FILE * fp;
fp=fopen("frys.txt","w");
for(int i =0; i<=1017;){
fprintf(fp,"%d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t %d\t\n "
,conv[i], conv[i+2], conv[i+3], conv[i+1],conv[i+4],
conv[i+6],
conv[i+7], conv[i+5]);

Every measurement is saved in a column. The file is imported to Matlab and the
columns are saved for plotting, as can be seen below:
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load testfrys.txt; data=testfrys;T
T_si= data(:,1)/4253 * 3.3;
Ib_si=(data(:,2)/4095 * 3.3)/47000;
Ic_si=(data(:,3)/4095 * 3.3)/300;
Vbe_si=data(:,4)/4095 * 3.3;
T_sic= data(:,5)/4253 * 3.3;
Ib_sic=((data(:,6)/4095 )* 3.3)/143000;
Ic_sic=((data(:,7)/4095) * 3.3)/510;
Vbe_sic=data(:,8)/4095 * 3.3;
Ibeta_si = Ic_si./Ib_si;
Ibeta_sic = Ic_sic./Ib_sic;
figure
plot(Ic_sic,Ibeta_sic);
semilogy(Vbe_sic, Ib_sic,'b',Vbe_sic,Ic_sic,'r');

9.5 Power consumption

Figure 9.1 The time for measuring the BJTs are approximately one second.

As seen in figure 9.1 the time for measuring the BJTs is approximately one second
and the power consumption is calculated according to equation 1. To calculate the
power consumption E, the power P (W) is multiplied by the time the measurements
are running until they stop and the input voltage is turned off.
𝑃 = 𝑈∗𝐼

(1)

𝐸 =𝑃∗𝑡

(2)

In this case the power consumption is calculated between the time of when the
current is raised to 3.945mA and when it goes down to 3.543, which is
approximatley 19.7 mWs. The power measured over the 5V supply when the mcu
is idle is calculated by equation 1 and are 0.01W, when the measurment are
running and the data is sent the power is 0.02W.
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Figure 9.2 Current consumption for the battery when activating the voltage regulators and
measuring the BJTs.

The same equations 1 and 2 are used to calculate the power consumption for the
Cubsat input battery voltage. The current peak is neglected due to its small time
frame. The power consumption is approximately 200mWs. The power that are
measured over the supply battery voltage 14V are calculated to maximum 0.28W
for all the measurings together.

9.5.1 Testing the short circuit protection circuits
When the battery circuit was shorted with a resistor connected to its output and
ground, the voltage over the resistor dropped and hence the current dropped. The
voltage output to the PCB was approximately 1.07V during the shorting.

Figure 9.3 The current calculated over the 10 ohm resistor when shorted.
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Figure 9.4 The current from battery measured when shorted.

When measuring the power consumption for the battery input during shorting, the
current is measured to approximately 477mA which can be seen in Figure 9.4. It is
a rather large current and the short circuit protection should in fact take care of
this and the current should be cut. Nevertheless the current is high and some
adjusting has to be done in the battery circuit. The resistor r8 and r7 has to be
adjusted so that the battery protection circuit works and cuts of the voltage to the
other voltage regulators and no current should be consumed from the battery.
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10 Measurement results
In this chapter the measurement results are presented in plots for three different
temperatures.

Figure 10.1 Gummel and DC current gain plots for heated PCB

Figure 10.2 Gummel and DC current gain plots for PCB in freezer.
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Figure 10.3 Gummel and DC current gain plots for PCB in room temperature.

The minimum and maximum range of the voltage applied by the setDAC to the
amplifier is 0.5V - 2.8V, which in turn amplifies the voltage by 3.2 times to 1.6V –
9V. The BJT measurement circuit is made to handle voltages from 0-10V but the
differential circuits cannot handle such high voltages and the output becomes
erroneous for the measured voltages over Vb. This is due to that the input operating
voltage range that was read in the data sheet of the differential amplifier device
AD8226 is +Vs -0.8V and –Vs – 0.1V and since the voltage supply +Vs is connected
to 10V and –Vs to the ground it is not possible to measure over full range. It can
also be seen in the figures that the DC current gain is very high for the lower setDAC
voltages. However it is not correct since the measurement circuit cannot hold the
voltages to 0V and there is a small voltage over the collector and base resistors.
The resistors for measuring the base voltage Vb are approximately 200 times larger
than the resistors for measuring the collector voltage Vc, which in turn gives a very
large 𝐼𝑐 current compared to 𝐼𝑏 current. Hence the very large DC current gain that
is seen in the Figures 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3.
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Figure 10.4 Gummel and DC current plot for setDAC range between 0-3.2V.

If the applied setDAC voltage is not limited and if it is set in full range 0-3.2V, the
measurement becomes erroneous, as can be seen in Figure 10.4.
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11 Conclusions
In this project all the goals that were mentioned in chapter 1.4 were are all met. All
the PCB design adjustments were done. The communication between the OBC and
the experiment Piezo Legs works. The RS485 circuit communication proved to
work and was implemented in PCB v3. The testing of the voltage circuits was
successful and works accordingly to the design and requirements of the MIST and
the SiC project. The software for automatic measurements of the BJTs works
correctly and the ADC readings was repeatable with high accuracy. The
temperature sensor reading works although there is a slight offset in the output
which is easily corrected by dividing the ADC reading with a different reference
voltage value as mentioned in 9.2.1. The measurements of the BJTs for different
temperatures was done and the functioning range of the applied voltage can be
read from the plots. The battery voltage protection circuit cuts the voltage when it
is shorted but the current sensor circuit still outputs a consumption of current
taken from the battery. The current sensor circuit measures current up to 50mA
but instead has to be dimensioned to sense current up to 1.5A to be able to see if
the battery voltage circuit functions according to the requirements.
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12 Further Work
As mentioned in chapter 11 all the requirements from both MIST and SiC are met.
Nevertheless there remains some optimizations that can be done for the measuring
circuits. Since the communication is not yet decided there has to be some further
work regarding the communication. The Communication between OBC and SiC
experiment is done according to specifications but the RS485 communication is
not specified. A suggestion would be to implement the RS485 communication with
Piezo Legs in the same way that it has been implemented in the SiC project. Since
the Piezo Legs needs an ASCII command, a list of the commands can be
implemented in the SiC project and searched through when OBC gives the
command for the Piezo Legs. In this way the command can then be sent via RS485
to Piezo Legs. The data sent is 8-bits and the received data is 8-bits. Therefore there
is no need to convert the data and it could be sent directly via I2C to the OBC.
The BJT measurement circuits are capable of 10V input, but the differential circuits
can only handle 9V voltages as a maximum. If there is a need to redesign the PCB
due to new requirements, a suggestion is to change the voltage measurement of the
base current to the second resistor instead of the first because the voltage of the
second resistor will be less than for the first resistor and the differential circuits
will work for full range.
Another adjustment that can be done without changing the design of the PCB
would be to lower the amplification of the Operational amplifier, that is connected
to the DAC voltage input, to approximately 2.7 times. With the maximum DAC
voltage of 3.25V it will yield a maximum voltage of approximately 8.9V and the
differential circuits will work correctly and full range is applicable.
The diodes that was supposed to protect for over voltage into the MCU ADC inputs
are after a misunderstanding connected to VCC which is 10V and should actually
be connected to VDD_DIG_3.3V. By doing so no voltages over 3.3V can enter the
ADC inputs. However this problem is already solved by adjusting the Collector and
Base resistors so that the maximum voltage is approximately 3.3V, leaving no need
of protection. However if something happens it would be good to have these
protections because the MCU is damaged when to high voltages are entered.
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Appendix A – PCB Schematics

Appendix B - List of Components
C1 100n CAP_0603
C2 10u CAP_1206
C3 10u CAP_1206
C4 100n CAP_0603
C5 100n CAP_0603
C6 100n CAP_0603
C7 100n CAP_0603
C8 1u CAP_0603
C9 100n CAP_0603
C10 33n CAP_0603
C11 10u CAP_1206
C12 10u CAP_1206
C13 10u CAP_1206
C14 10n CAP_0603
C15 220n*CAP_0805
C16 4u7* CAP_1206
C17 47p* CAP_0603
C18 3n3* CAP_0603
C19 1n* CAP_0603
C20 100n CAP_0603
C21 100n CAP_0603
C22 100n CAP_0603
C23 47p CAP_0603

C24 470p CAP_0603
C25 47p CAP_0603
C26 1u CAP_0603
C27 100n CAP_0603
C28 47p CAP_0603
C29 470p CAP_0603
C30 47p CAP_0603
C31 1u CAP_0603
C32 100n CAP_0603
C33 47p CAP_0603
C34 470p CAP_0603
C35 47p CAP_0603
C36 1u CAP_0603
C37 100n CAP_0603
C38 47p CAP_0603
C39 470p CAP_0603
C40 47p CAP_0603
C41 1u CAP_0603
C42 100n CAP_0603
C43 1u CAP_0603
C44 100n CAP_0603

D1 BAV199 J3 53048-0710
D2 BAV199 J4 53048-0710
D3 BZT52C6V8 L1 220u LPS6235
D4 S2G Op1 LT1638HS8
D5 BAT54 Op2 LT1638HS8
D6 ZHCS506 OpUbe LT1638HS8
Diff1.1 AD8226ARZ Q1 SI2369DS-T1-GE3
Diff1.2 AD8226ARZ Q2 BC847A
Diff2.1 AD8226ARZ Q3 BC857B
Diff2.2 AD8226ARZ Q4 SI2369DS-T1-GE3
FB1 220 FB_0805 Q5 SI2369DS-T1-GE3
J1 SWD_HEADER Q6 FDC637AN
J2 53048-0910 Q7 FDC637AN

R1 100k RES_0603
R2 1k RES_0603
R3 0R RES_0603
R4 750k RES_0603
R5 10k RES_0603
R6 47k RES_0603
R7 0R51 RES_2010
R8 8k87 RES_0603
R9 33R RES_0603
R10 100k RES_0603
R11 100k RES_0603
R12 100k RES_0603
R13 100k RES_0603
R14 10k RES_0603
R15 10k RES_0603
R16 100k RES_0603
R17 10k RES_0603
R18 100k RES_0603
R19 10R RES_0603
R20 562k* RES_0603
R21 10k RES_0603
R22 69k8* RES_0603
R23 8k87* RES_0603
R24 10k RES_0603
R25 22k RES_0603
R26 140k RES_0603
R27 240k RES_0603
R28 510R RES_0603
R29 4k02 RES_0603
R30 4k02 RES_0603

R31 10k RES_0603
R32 4k02 RES_0603
R33 4k02 RES_0603
R34 10k RES_0603
R35 10k RES_0603
R36 22k RES_0603
R37 47k RES_0603
R38 100k RES_0603
R39 300R RES_0603
R40 4k02 RES_0603
R41 4k02 RES_0603
R42 10k RES_0603
R43 4k02 RES_0603
R44 4k02 RES_0603
R45 10k RES_0603
R46 10k RES_0603
R44 4k02 RES_0603
R45 10k RES_0603
R46 10k RES_0603
R47 10k RES_0603
R48 100k RES_0603
R49 10k RES_0603
R50 10k RES_0603
R51 10 RES_0603
R52 10k RES_0603
R53 10k RES_0603

SiBJT MMBT2369ALT1G U6 LMT85DCKT
SiCBJT SiC-transistor

U7 LMT85DCKT

U1 STM32L053C6

U8 TCA4311ADR

U2 LT1129CST-3.3

SN65HVD82

U3 LT3062

Diod485

U4 LT1783CS5
U5 LT8570-1

Appendix C – PCB Layout

Appendix D – GitHub
The GitHub link where the Diptrace files are for the SiC PCB v3 and the RS485 test
PCB. The gerber files are also included. The software for testing and the final
software are also there including the OBC simulated test program.
https://github.com/hussik/SiCProject.git
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